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This paper considers scattering theory for a pair of time dependent non- 
linear evolution equations. Sufficient conditions are given for the existence 
of the forward wave operators. An approximation theory for the forward wave 
operators is also developed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A state of a physical system is taken to be an element of a Banach space X. 
The time evolution of the state is described by an evolution equation of the 
form 
u’(t) = A(t) u(t), (l.la) 
4s) =f, (I.lb) 
where U’ = du/dt, u(t) is the state of the system at time t and A(t) is a map 
from its domain 9(/l(t)) C X into X. A(t) may be linear or nonlinear. “Tem- 
porally inhomogeneous” refers to the case when A depends on the time t. 
We shall say that (1. I ) describes the “dynamics” of the system. (1.1) is also 
referred to as an Abstract Cauchy Problem with initial data f at time S. By 
a strong solution to (1.1) we mean a curve u: [s, co) --f X such that 
(CPl) u is continuous on [s, co) and satisfies (1 .lb), 
(CP2) u is absolutely continuous on compact subsets of [s, CD), 
(CP3) u is differentiable a.e. on [s, co) and satisfies (1. la) a.e. 
Let U(t, S) denote the map which takes the solution U(S) = f of (1.1) at 
time s to the solution u(t) at time t. Because of the above considerations we 
may suppose that the family of maps +Z = {U(t, s): (t, S) E d} (where 
d = {(t, S) E R x R: t > S} and R = (--CO, CO)) satisfies 
(EOl) U(t, Y) U(Y, S) = U(t, S) for all t > Y > S, 
(E02) U(s, S) = I (the identity on X), 
(J-93) u(., .>f c C(d, X) for each f E X. 
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9 is called the evolution operator governing Eq. (1 .l) and & = {A(t): t E R} 
is said to generate @. The solution to (1.1) is then given by u(t) = U(t, s)f 
for t > s. A similar definition can be made when (1.1) is to be solved for 
t < s. 
Scattering theory is concerned with the asymptotic behavior of a pair of 
systems evolving in time. We are given the pair of evolution equations 
u’(t) = Ai u(t), i = 0,l 
u(s) =f. 
(1.2) 
We view u’(t) = A,,(t) u(t) as giving the “free” or “unperturbed” dynamics; 
i.e., the dynamics of the system in the absence of a “scattering center”. Then 
u’(t) = A,(t) u(t) = (A&) + P(t)) u(t) 
gives the “perturbed” dynamics, i.e., the dynamics of the system under the 
influence of a scattering center. P(t) = A,(t) - A,(t) is the “perturbation” 
and describes the influence of the scattering center. We assume the existence 
of evolution operators ai (i = 0, 1) so that u(t) = Ul(t, s)f is the strong 
solution to (1.2) for t < s, and u(t) = Uo(t, s)f is the strong solution to (1.2) 
for t > s. 
A fundamental problem in scattering theory is given f+ E 9, 9 a dense 
subset of X, find an f E X so that 
F+t II w, 4f - U&7 s)f+ II = 0 (1.3) 
where 11 . /) is the Banach space norm. In the case where Ul(t, s) is Lip- 
schitzian with Lipschitz constant independent of t and s, 
pi Ilf - UdS? t) Uo(t, s>f+ II= 0 
implies (1.3). Hence we take as the definition of the (forward) wave operator 
W+(s; A,(*), A,(*)) = strong lirm$ Ui(s, t) UJt, s). (l-4) 
We note that this definition requires only backward solutions to (1.2) for 
i = 1 and forward solutions to (1.2) for i = 0. 
If we are given a pair of time independent evolution equations 
u’(t) = AC(W) u(t), i =O,l, 
u(O) =f, 
(1.5) 
the wave operator is independent of time and is denoted by W+(A,(cc), 
4~)). 
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In order to determine sufficient conditions for the existence of wave 
operators governing (1.2), we postulate the existence of wave operators for 
the time independent equations given by (1.5). If we write &(t) = 
Ai(t) - A*( co), then (1.2) can be written as 
The main theorem of this paper is concerned with the existence of the 
wave operator W+(s; A,(.), A,( .)) governing (1.2). This theorem can be 
Ai - A,(a), stated (without the technical hypotheses) as 
THEOREM A. If the wave operator W+(A,(a), A,( co)) governing (1.5) 
exists and the Bi(t) converge to 0 as t ---f +a~ uniformly on enough orbits of 
(1.5), then the wave operator W+(s; A,( .), A,(.)) governing (1.2) exists and 
where s-lim denotes the strong limit. 
The precise statement of this theorem and its proof are given in Section 3. 
A point to be emphasized is that both Ul(t, s) and U,,(t, s) can be nonlinear 
in the above theorem. 
Preliminary results on evolution operators are given in Section 2. 
Another important problem in scattering theory is to show that the wave 
operators governing (1.2) depend “continuously” (in a suitable sense) on the 
generators A,(.) and A,(*). Our theorem giving this result for the wave 
operators can be stated (without the technical hypotheses) as 
THEOREM B. Let N = (1, 2 ,... > and let A,(t; n), i = 0, 1, n E N u {a}, 
be a sequence of operator-valued functions of time. Assume that A,(t; n), 
n E N u {co}, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem A uniformly in n. If A,(t; n) 
converges to A,(t; a) (in a suitable sense), then W+(s; A,(.; n), A,(.; n)) 
converges to W+(s; A,(.; CO), A,(.; 00)) as n ---f CO for each s E R. 
The precise statement of this theorem and its proof are given in Section 4. 
A great deal of work has been done in the case where the generators are 
linear and time independent; e.g., see Kato [7] and Dollard [3]. For the case 
where the generators are linear and time dependent see Monlezun [9]. The 
case of a semilinear time independent equation was treated by Strauss [lo]. 
Webb [II] treated the case where A, is linear and independent of time and 
A,(t) = A,, + B(t). 
The author wishes to thank Jerome A. Goldstein for suggesting the problem 
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of temporally inhomogeneous nonlinear scattering, for his many helpful 
discussions and for his encouragement. 
These results are contained in a thesis which was submitted in partial 
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy at 
Tulane University. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON EVOLUTION EQUATIONS 
In this section we give some facts about evolution operators that are 
needed in Sections 3 and 4. 
DEFINITION 2.1. An operator T: 9( 7’) C X -+ X is said to be Lipschitxian 
if 
II Tf - QII G Mllf -gl/ (24 
for some constant M and for all f, g E B(T). If M = 1, then T is called a 
contraction or is said to be nonexpansive. 
Except for Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, the results in ‘this section are due to 
Crandall and Pazy [2]. Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 are new and Lemma 2.3 is the 
basic technical tool for the following sections. We will consider solutions to 
the evolution equation (1.1). 
Remark 2.1. Crandall and Pazy [2] considered the case where s 3 0. 
This is no restriction since a translation of the time variable allows forward 
solutions for any s E R. 
DEFINITION 2.2. An operator A: .9(A) C X -+ X is in the class &(w) 
if for each A > 0 such that Aw < 1 we have 
Mf + Mf 1 - (g + W)ll 2 (1 - hw) Ilf - g II (2.2) 
for all f, g E 9(A). A is called accretive if A E @‘4(O). A is called dissipative if 
--A is accretive. 
Remark 2.2. A E d(w) if and only if A + wl is accretive. 
Remark 2.3. In [2] Definition 2.2 is given in terms of multivalued 
operators. We shall consider only singlevalued operators for simplicity, 
but our results hold in the multivalued case as well. 
If X > 0 and hw < 1, then (I - XA)-l is an operator if --A E d(w); JA will 
denote this operator and 9A = 9(JA) = a(1 - hA) (9(J,J is the domain of 
J,, and %?‘(I - hA) is the range of I - hA). The following conditions are 
used to show existence of the semi-evolution operator associated with a 
one-parameter family A(t) of d(w) operators. 
409/56/3-6 
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(Al) --A(t) E sz(w) for t E R. 
(A2) B(A(t)) = V is independent of t. 
(A3) %‘(I - AA(t)) r) % for 0 < t < co and 0 < h < X, where h, > 0 
and X,w < 1. 
(Bl) There is a continuous function 
h: R ---f X and a monotone increasing function 
L: R --f R such that 
II JMf - /nNfll G X II h(t) - 4~)lIL(llfll) (2.3) 
forO<X<X,, t,sERandfEV. 
(B2) There is a continuous function h: R + X which is of bounded 
variation on [s, oz) for each s E R and a monotone increasing function 
L: R -+ R such that 
II Jn(t)f - lA(S)f I! 3; h II h(t) - WIL(llf II) (1 + II 4)f II) (2.4) 
forO<h<h,,t,sERandfG%. 
If B is an m-dissipative operator on X-i.e. B is dissipative and 
R(I - /\B) = X for all 0 < X < h, , /1, > 0, then a result of Crandall and 
Liggett [l] shows that lim,,,(l ~ (t/n) B)-” = T(t)f exists for all f e 9(B) 
and that T(t): t E Rf (R+ = [0, cc)) is a semigroup. The (infinitesimal) 
generator A of T(t) is defined by Af = lim,,,[ll’(h)f - f]/h and 9(A) is 
the set of all f such that this limit exists. In general, we have that A C B. 
Komura [8] shows that A = B if X is a Hilbert space. Webb and Crandall and 
Liggett [12, l] give examples to show that A # B, in general. (All these results 
are proved in Goldstein [6].) Thus we use the following 
Terminology. We say that B determines {T(t): t E R+} and that A is the 
generator of {T(t): t E R+). 
Remark 2.4. Let A(t) satisfy (Al), (A2) and (A3). If either (Bl) or (B2) 
holds, then the results of Crandall and Pazy [2] show that A( .) determines an 
evolution operator on $7. Moreover, 
II U(t, S>f - qt, s)g II G ew(t-s) llf - g II for t 2 s and f, g E %?. (2.5) 
Remark 2.5. In most applications, V = X. In this case, for (A3) to 
hold for all 0 < X < h, where ha > 0 and &,w < 1, it is enough for (A3) to 
hold for some h > 0 with Xw < 1. (This X can vary with t.) 
Remark 2.6. If U(t, S) is given for all t, s E R and forms an evolution 
operator-i.e. satisfies (EOI), (E02), (E03) for all t, s, then U(s, t)-1 = U(t, s). 
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If U(t, s) is a contraction and V is a (linear) subspace of X or if X is strictly 
convex then so is the inverse U(s, t) of ?Y(t, s) a contraction. Hence, in this 
case, .?Y(t, s) is an isometry. The Mazur-Ulam Theorem [4, p. 911 implies 
that u(t, s) is linear if it also maps 0 into 0. Thus if { u(t, s): t, s E R} is a 
contraction evolution operator defined on all of X, then each U(t, s), t, s E R, 
is linear except for a translation of the origin. 
A relation between Remark 2.4 and solutions to (1.1) is given by Crandall 
and Pazy [2] and is contained in 
Remark 2.7. Let u(t) be a strong solution of the Cauchy Problem (1.1) 
on [s, co). Let (Bl) or (B2) hold. Then U(t, s)f= u(t) for s < t < co. 
Remark 2.8. All solutions to Cauchy Problems will be strong solutions. 
Remark 2.9. The above considerations were for forward solutions to 
(1.1). If --A(t) satisfies the conditions giving a solution, then (1.1) will have a 
backward solution-i.e. u(t) = U(t, s) will give the solution for t < s. If 
these conditions include those in Remark 2.4, then (2.5) holds. 
Remark 2.10. Crandall and Pazy [2] h s ow that (B2) is satisfied if A(t) 
is Lipschitz in t. They also give a more general condition for (B2) to hold. 
Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 are generalizations of results due to Goldstein [5]. 
The results in [5] are given for linear operators and those in Lemmas 2.1 
and 2.2 are for nonlinear operators. Lemma 2.2 is also a generalization of a 
result due to Monlezun [9]. The estimate (2.7) given in Lemma 2.3 is used 
extensively in Section 3. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Tl ,..., T, be (linear or nonlinear) contractions defined on 
X, and let S, ,..., S, be operators on X. Then for each f E X, 
XT1 ... Tn)f - (S, **a &)f II d i ll(Ti - &I %+I *-* &f II * (2.6) 
i=l 
Proof. Let u, = v, = I, lJi = Tl ... Tip1 , i = 2,..., n, and 
vi = As,+1 ... S,, i = l,..., n - 1. Then 
Tl . . . T, - s, 1.. S, = i (lJiTJi - U,S,V,). 
i=l 
Hence 
IV1 a*- T,)f - (& ... %Jf II G t lIPi - &I Vif II 
61 
since Ui is a contraction for each i. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let A(.) and B be the (linear or nor&ear) (infinitesima2) 
generators of the (linear or nonlinear) evolution operator { U(t, s): (t, s) E A) and 
the semigroup {T(t): t E R+), respectively. Assume that U(t, s) and T(t ~~- s) 
are contractions for all (t, s) E A. Let f~g(A(t)) n 9(B) for all t E Rim and 
suppose that T(t - s)f~ 9(A(t))for all t > s E R+. Suppose further that for all 
compact intervals J = [s, t] of Rf and for all E > 0, there exists a 
S = S(E, f, J) > 0 such that 
- A(r)) T(r - s)fij < E 
for all 0 < h < 6 and for all r E J. Then 
I! u(t, s)f - T(t - s) f (I < (U) it ll(A(~) - B) T(T - s) f // dr (2.7) 
R 
where the integral is an upper Riemann integral. 
Proof. Assume that J = [s, t] C R+ and let s = q, < q < ‘.. < ‘J,-~ < 
(T, = t be a partition of J. Let Aa = ‘J~,.~ - (Jo , i = 0, l,..., n - 1, and let 
A = maxi{Aai}. For fez (fly>, 9(A(r)) n 9(B) we have 
II u(t, s)f - V - s)fil 
By (2.6) this is 
< i 11(u(un--i+l , u,-i) - T(un-i+l - u,-i)) T(u,-i - ~-i--l) 
i=l 
. T(u,-~-~ - a,-i-2) ... T(q - uo)f II 




u(u,wi + Au,-<, q-i) - I _ ‘(A:-“,+ 
Au,-~ un ? 
. T(u,-, - s) f II Au,-i . 
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For all i = l,..., n, we have T(o,-~ - S)~E 9(A(a,J) n B(B), hence we 
can write 
< i ll(&,-i) - B) W-i - s)fll h-i 
i=l 
-i-f i!( 
U(U,-~ + Aan-i ,un-ti) - I 
i=l Au,-i 
- A(u,-,)) 7+,-i - s)fl( b-i 




- B) T(u,-i - s)fll Aon-i * 
Taking ii&,,, of both sides gives (2.7) since 
ijj $ II(A(un-i) - B) T(ua-i - s1.f II Aon-i 
t=1 
7 
q& sup (IV(T) - B) T(’ - s)fll> Au,-i 
z=l -IO,-i.%-i+J 
U(u,-i + Au,-i , on-i) - I 
Au,-i 
) T(u,-i - s) f 11 dun-i = 0 
by hypothesis and 
!k $ 11 ( 
T(Au -.) - I 
2=1 
A:;pi - B) T(u,-i - s)fi( dun-i 
=E fj (I T(U,-i-S)( "A~~pf,B' - B)f!lAun-i 
i=l n z 
T(Aa,-i) - 1 
dun-i - B)f II 
Au,-~ = 0. 
The final result of this section is concerned with the convergence of 
evolution operators and is used to prove the approximation theorem of 
Section 4. 
Remark 2.11 (Crandall and Pazy [2]). Let A(t; rr) satisfy (Al), (A2), (A3) 
and either (Bl) or (B2) uniformly in n, n E N u {co)-i.e. we may take the 
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same w, X, , h, L and ‘6 for each ;Z(t; n). Let J,,(f; 12) = (1 hA(t; rz))-m’ and 
assume 
lim Jh(f; n)f‘ Jh(C m=)f (2.X) ,I + 1
for fE g(A(O; co)), 0 < X -: X, , 0 :.:l t c.’ co. Let r;(t, S; II) he the elements 
of the evolution operator on V determined by A(.; n). 
Then 
lim U(t, s; ~)f = U(t, S; a)f (2.19) 
11’30 
for fe %, 0 < s < t < CO and the limit is uniform in t on compact subsets 
of [o, co). 
3. EXISTENCE OF FORWARD WAVE OPERATORS 
In this section we will establish the existence of the wave operators for the 
pair of evolution equations 
u’(t) = (A,(t) + B,(t)) u(t) = Cl(l) u(t). (3.2) 
In order to do this we will postulate the existence of wave operators for the 
pair of time-independent evolution equations 
u’(t) = A,(~) u(t), (3.3) 
u’(t) = A,(co) u(t). (3.4) 
Note. Throughout this section we will assume that there are strong 
solutions to (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4). 
We will denote elements of the evolution operators for (3.1) and (3.2) by 
U,,(t, S) and U1(t, s), respectively. Elements of the semigroups governing 
(3.3) and (3.4) will be denoted by T,(t) and T,(t), respectively. 
(Cl) A,(t) and Co(t) satisfy (Al), (A2), (A3) and (Bl) or (B2), A,(t) 
with w = 0 and C,(t) with w = w0 . --A,(t) and -C,(t) satisfy (Al), (A2), 
(A3), and (Bl) or (B2), --A,(t) with w = 0 and -Cl(t) with w = w1 . 
(C2) There exist compact subsets Ki of R such that &(t) = 0 for 
tEK+, i=o, 1. 
(C3) The semigroups T,,(t) and T,(t) governing (3.3) and (3.4), 
respectively, exist and are contractions. Also, the wave operator lV+(A,(az~), 
A,( co)) exists. 
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(C4) Assume (Cl) and (C3). There are dense subsets .9 and & of X 
with 9 C & and d C 9(Ci(t)) for all t E (-CO, co] (I$( co) = 0) and i = 0, 1 
so that Ui(t, S) (9) u Ti(t - s) (9) C 6 for t > s if i = 0 and for t >, s if 
i = 1. Also W+(A,( co), A,( co)) (&) C 8. 
(C5) Assume (C4). For any f~ 9, for all compact intervals J = [s, t] 
of R+ and for all E > 0, there exists a Si = Si(e,f, J) such that 
iit 
U,(r + h, r) - I 
h 
- A,(r)) T,(r - s)fil < E 
forallO<h<Siandforallr~J,i=O,l. 
(C6) Assume (C2) and (C5). For f~ 9, there is a Riemann integrable 
function Qf on R+ such that for each r sufficiently large, 
(a) jl(A,(~) - A,(m)) T,,(a)g !! < Qf(~) for all 0 < u f T and for all 
g E {U&z, 0)f : 0 < a < T}. 
(b) ll(-%(~) - 4(a)) Tda)g I! < @AT> and for all 
g E (Uo(4 O)f : 0 d a < 4 u W+(A,(~), 4(a)) U&4 O)f: 0 < a d 4. 
We note that (C6) contains (Cl)-(C5). 
Remark 3.1. (Cl) says that U,,(t, S) and Ul(t, s) exist and that the estimates 
(2.5) applies. Remark 2.7 gives Uo(t, ~)f and Ul(t, ~)f as the strong solutions 
to (3.1) and (3.2) respectively, with initial dataf. 
Remark 3.2. (C2) says that U,,(t, T) and Ul(t, T) are contractions for 
large enough t and T (of the same sign) and are uniformly Lipschitzian with 
Lipschitz constants M0 and 111, , respectively, where 
Mi = sup {&‘(t-s)}, CI.J~+ = max(wi , 0}, i=O,l. 
t ,ssKi 
Remark 3.3. Condition (C3) gives W+(A,(co), Aa(co)) as a contraction 
since it is the pointwise limit of contractions. 
Remark 3.4. (C5) is the condition needed to apply Lemma 2.2. 
An intertwining relation for forward wave operators is given in 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that W+(r; A,(.), A,(.)) exists for some r E R. 
Then W+(s; A,( .), A,( .)) exists for all s E R and 
W+(s; A,(.), 4.)) = Ul(S> r) W+(T 4(.), 4.)) U&, 4. 
Proof. For s < r < t we have 
Ul(S, t> Uo(t, s) = U&, r) Ul(Y, t) Uok r) U&, s). 
Letting t ---f co on both sides gives the result. 
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We can now state and prove our existence theorem for forward wave 
operators. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume (C6). Then the waae operators W+(s; Cl(.), C,,(a)) 
exist for all s E R and 
w+(s; C,) (~1, Cd.)) = s-$+2 W, 9 ~+(AI(~), A,(~)) G,(t, 4. (3.5) 
Proof. We will denote W+(s; C,( .), Co(.)) by W+(s) and W+(A,(co), 
A,(~)) by J-4,. 
Define Y(r; t) = Ur(s, Y) T,(r - t) T,(t - r) Us(r, s). Then by (C3) 
strong lim,,, Y(r; t) = Ua(s, r) Q+U,-,(r, s) =I Y(Y) exists. We first show that 
strong lim,,, Y(r)f exists. Let f E 9 and r 3 0 large enough so that Y 4 Ki , 
i=O,l.Lett>r.Wehave 
II Y@)f - Y(,)f II 
= II Ul(S, t) -Q+v-J(t, 4f - U&J r) Q+U&, S)f II 
= II U&, t.) &(I, t) Q+QJ(c s)f - us, y) -Q+U&, S)f II 
< J4 II U&, 4 Q+uo(t, s)f - T& - t) Q+T,(t - r) Uk, s)f II 
where we have used Remark 3.2 and Proposition 3.1. This is 
< Ml II u&-, t) -Q+u&, s)f - T& - t) Q+U& s)f II 
+ Ml II Tk - 4 Q+VAt, s)f - T& - t) Q+T,(t - y) U&, 4f II 
< Ml II W, t) Q+G,@, 4f - T (r - t) Q+U,(t, 4f II 
+ Ml II uo(t, y> Uo(r, s)f - T,(t - r) WY, s)f II 
< Ml J tT IIM~) - A,(m)) T,(T - t) Q+u& s)f II CA- 
+ Ml 1” llM,(~> - A,(m)) T&T - y) Uo(y, s)f !I ~4 T 
The last two terms follow from Lemma 2.2 and by the fact that Ci(t) = Ai 
for t sufficiently large since then Ui(t, s) are contractions. These two terms 
are then <2MI sf Qf(7) dr by hypothesis. Sinse @f is integrable on R+, 
si Qf(T) dT goes to 0 as Y goes to infinity with t > Y. Hence, lim,,, Y(r)f = Yf 
exists for all f E 9. Since Y(r) is uniformly Lipschitzian and 9 is dense, 
lim,,, Y(r)fr Yf exists for all f E X. 
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Now define W(t) f Vr(s, t) U,,(t, s). For t > s > 0 as above, we have 
forf ECB, 
t MI J” &4,(T) - A,(co)) To(T - y> Uciy, s)f II d7 
T 
where we have again used Lemma 2.2. Let Y + co with t 3 Y, then 
ji $(T) d7 -+ 0. Hence I/ W(t)f - Y(Y; t)f I/ ---f 0 as Y -+ 03 with t > Y 
for all f E 9. Since W(t) and Y(Y; t) are uniformly Lipschitzian, 
))W(t)f-Y(r;t)f~)-+Oasr-+cowitht>~forallf~X. 
Finally, we write for f E X 
II W(t)f - Yf II G II W(t)f - Y(c t)f II 
+ II Y(y; t)f - Y(t)f II + II Jwf - Yf II * 
For each E > 0 we can choose Y large enough with t 2 Y so that each term 
on the right is <c/3. 
Hence W+(s)f = lim,,, W(t)f = Yf exists and (3.5) holds. 
Under certain conditions, the wave operators will have asymptotic limits. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Assume (C6). By Theorem 3.1, W+(S; Cl(.), C,,(.)) 
exists and (3.5) holds for all s E R. We also have that 
strong 9-2 W+(s; Cd*>, Co(*)> = W+(Ad~), 4~)). (3.6) 
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Proof. We write W+(s) for w+(s; C’,(.), Co(.)) and .Q+ for W, (Ar( z’), 
A&co)). For t 3 s > 0 sufficiently large and f E 8, we have 
where we have used Lemma 2.3 again. This integral exists as t---f 00 and 
sFQf(~) d7 + 0 as s + co. But 
ke II U&, 4 Q+uo(t, 4.~ - T& - t) Q+T,(t - s) f // = ,’ W+(s) f - Q+f jl . 
Hence (3.6) holds. 
4. APPROXIMATION THEORY FOR FORWARD WAVE OPERATORS 
In this section we give the precise formulation and proof of Theorem B 
that was loosely stated in Section 1. 
We will consider convergence of the wave operators for the family of pairs 
of evolution equations 
u’(t) = (A,(t; n) + B,(t; n)) u(t) = qt; n) u(t), (4.1) 
u’(t) = (A,(t; n) + B,(t; n)) u(t) = qt; ?z) u(t), (4.2) 
where 12 E N v {co). We let Ui(t, s; n), i = 0, 1, be the corresponding 
evolution operators and w+(s; n) = W+(s; C,( .; n), C,(. ; n)) the correspond- 
ing wave operators. If rz = co we will drop the index; i.e., 
U&, 5; a) = ui(t, s), C,(t; co) = q(t), etc. 
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We will show that if C,(t; n) converges to Ci(t), i = 0, 1, in a certain 
sense ((El)), then W+(s; n) converges to W+(s). 
For each n E IV u {oo}, we will need the wave operators for the pair of 
time-independent evolution equations 
u’(t) = Ao(m; n) u(t), (4.3) 
u’(t) = Al(co; n) u(t), (4.4) 
as in Section 3 for the existence of the forward wave operators governing 
(4.1) and (4.2). 
We need the following conditions. 
(Dl) Ca(t; n) and Cr(t; n), n EN u {CO>, satisfy (Cl) uniformly in n; 
i.e., we may take the same wi , h, , h, L for each Ci(t; n), i = 0, 1. 
(D2) There exists compact subsets Kf (independent of n) of R such 
that 
B,(t; n) = 0 fort$K,, i=O,l. 
(D3) The semigroups Ta(t; n) and T,(t; n) governing (4.3) and (4.4), 
respectively, exist and are contractions. Also, the wave operators 
W+(A,( co; n), Ao(co; n)) exist. 
(D4) Assume (Dl) and (D3). There are dense subsets 9 and I of X 
(independent of n) with d C 9(Ci(t; n)) for all t E (--co, co] (B,(co; n) = 0) 
and i = 0, 1 so that Ui(t, s; n) (9) U Ti(t - s; n) (9) C 8 for n E N u {CO} 
andt>sifi=Oandfort~sifi==1.AlsoW+(A,(co;n),A,( ;n))(d)CB. 
(D5) Assume (D4). For any f E 9, for all compact intervals J = [s, t] 
of R+ and for all E > 0, there exists a & = S,(,, f, j; n) such that 
Ui(r + h, r; n) - I 
h 
foral10<h<6iandforallr~J,i=0,1. 
(D6) Assume (D2) and (D5). For f E 9, there is a Qj: R+ + R+ 
(independent of n) which is Riemann integrable on R+ so that for each T 
sufficiently large, 
(a) ll(A&~; n) - Aa(co; n)) T&o; n) g /I < af(~) for all 0 < 0 < 7 
and for all g E { U,,(a, 0; n) f : 0 < a < T}. 
(b) ll&(T; n) - &(a; n)) TJu; 4 g II e @f(T) for all 0 B u < T 
and for all g E {Ua(a, 0; n)f : 0 < a < T} U {W+(A,(oo; n), &co; n)) 
u,,(U,O;PZ)f:O < U < T}. 
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Remark 4.1. For each n E N u {co}, Remarks 3.1 and 3.2 hold. In 
particular, the Lipschitz constants AZ0 and Mi for U,,(t, s; n) and Li,(t, s; n), 
respectively, are independent of n. 
The following condition is essentially (2.8) and is needed to give conver- 
gence of Ui(t, s; n) to Ui(t, s), i = 0, 1. 
(El) lim,,, JJt; n)f = J,Jt)f for fE 9, 0 < h < A,, 0 < t < 03 
(9 and A, as in D4) where JJt; n) = (I - AC,(t; n))-l, i = 0, 1, 
LEMMA 4.1. Assume (D2), (D4) and (El). Then 
5-E II Ul(S, c n) U&t, s; n)f - Ul(S, t) U&4 s)fll = 0 
far all t 3s andfEX. 
Proof. Since g = X, we have for t > s and f E X 
(4.5) 
II W, t; 4 U&, s; n>f - G(s, t) G(t, s)fll 
< II ul(s, t; n) U&, s; n)f - G(s, t; n) uo(t7 s)f II 
+ II W, C 4 U&, s>f - G(s, t> u&, s>f It 
< Ml II U&, s; n)f - ~dt, s)f II + IICW, C 4 - U&, t)) u& s)f II . 
The last inequality follows from Remark 4.1. By Remark 2.11 the last two 
terms go to 0 as n + co. 
We can now give 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume (D5) and (El). Then W+(s; C1(.; n), C,,(.; n)) 
exists for all n E N v {CO) and 
W+(s; C,(e), C,(q)) = strong l$na W+(s; Ci(.; n), C,(.; n)). (4.6) 
Proof. For all t 3 s, f 6 X and for all E > 0, we have 
II w+(s; n)f - W+(s)f II < II w+(s; n)f - UI(s, t; ~1 uo(t, s; n)f II 
+ II &(s, t; 4 Wt, s; n)f - W, t) Q&, s)f il 
+ II UI(S, t) Uo(t, s)f - W+(s)f II . 
By Theorem 4.1 we can choose t, large enough so that the first and third 
terms are <c/3 for all t > t, . 
By Lemma 4.1 we can choose N large enough so that the second term is 
<c/3 for all n > N. Thus for this to and N we have (1 W+(s; n)f - W+(s)f (/ < E 
for all t 3 t, and n > N. 
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